Complimentary
Spot & Spill
Removal
Assistance
between
Regular

Regular, periodic cleanings
contribute to a home’s healthy
environment and extend
carpet’s life.

The Most Thorough Cleaning

Carpet an Indoor Filter
Carpet & Fabric Protectors
Included at no extra cost with
every residential cleaning
Protectors keep dirt from sticking to
carpet fibers, making carpet easier
to care for.
Carpet protectors are also designed
to repel most liquids, allowing spills
to be removed before staining and
wicking—the migration of soil to the
tips of the yarns during the drying
process - can occur.
.

Carpet functions as a gathering place for everything that is
tracked in or settles out of the air in your home.
Household particles from pets and other sources naturally
fall to the floor. Pollen, dust, insect matter and others are
trapped in the carpet fibers. Regular maintenance
effectively removes these dust and allergens from the
carpet. It helps keep these particles out of the air we
breathe.
Allergen Containment
Studies have shown that carpet is better at trapping
allergens than hard surface, such as tile or hardwood,
because carpet fibers catch particles and allergens that fall
to floor. When allergens are trapped in the carpet, they
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cannot circulate in the air for you to breathe.
Vacuum, Vacuum, Vacuum

Truck Mounted “Steam” Cleaning
The most widely recommended cleaning method
among carpet manufacturers.

Regular, thorough vacuuming of carpets and rugs is the
most effective tool for maintaining a home’s optimal health
environment.

Spotsmith employs the truck mounted hot water
extraction method of cleaning commonly referred
to as “steam” cleaning.

Regular Professional Cleaning: Every 12 -18 Months

A hot water cleaning solution is sprayed onto the
carpet to break down soil and other
contaminants. The solution along with the carpet
soil and contaminants are immediately extracted.

Manufacturers recommend extraction cleaning carpets
every 12-18 months. A deep extraction cleaning will kill
disease & odor causing organisms, fights fungi, bacteria,
virus, mold, mildew, and mycobacterium tuberculosis.
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http://www.carpet-rug.org/residential-customers/selectingthe-right-carpet-or-rug/green-label.cfm
Visit the Carpet & Rug Institute website for in-depth
information at www.carpet-rug.org.
The Carpet and Rug Institute (CRI) is a nonprofit trade
association representing the manufacturers, as well as
suppliers and service providers.
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